
�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����
• Children's Mental Health Week runs from 4

th
 to 10

th
 February 2019.

• �G�<F�4�G<@8�9BE�6;<?7E8A
�LBHA:�C8BC?8�4A7�47H?GF�GB�68?85E4G8�G;8<E�7<ś8E8A68F�

• �G�<F�4�G<@8�GB�>ABJ�G;4G�8I8ELBA8�;4F�7<ś8E8AG�DH4?<G<8F�4A7�FGE8A:G;F�

';8�G;8@8�9BE��;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>������<F��Healthy: Inside and Out'. 
It is all about understanding that in order to be healthy overall, we need to look 

after our minds as well as our bodies. Looking after our mental health helps us 

to feel better in ourselves and can improve our focus on tasks.

��#?468��8
• A school-based charity called Place2Be was founded in 1994.

• The charity has gone from supporting a few schools in London to supporting 294 

schools nationwide.

• ';8� 6;4E<GL� ;8?CF� 6;<?7E8A� 586B@8�@BE8� 6BAŜ78AG� 4A7� CBF<G<I8� G;EBH:;� G4?>
�
creative work and play.

• They also provide school support and training to

help children develop a positive self-image.

• #?468��8� ?4HA6;87� G;8� ŜEFG� �;<?7E8A�F�
Mental Health Week in 2015.

#?468��8�J4AG�GB�;8?C�?8G�C8BC?8�>ABJ�G;4G�
children's mental health is just as important 

as what they learn in class. Mental health 

improves if people have a positive view of 

themselves. The aim is to help children learn 

how to have good self-esteem and tackle life's 

challenges in the future.

Mental health concerns how people feel about things 

in their lives such as their relationships, health, work 

and how they feel about themselves. Mental health is 

important because it can affect how people deal with 

different situations each day.

What 
is Mental 
Health?

visit twinkl.com#4:8���B9��



�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����

A Royal Patron
';8��H6;8FF�B9��4@5E<7:8�;4F�588A�4�C4GEBA�B9�#?468��8�F<A68�������&;8�F4LF�
that people who care for children must work together to help children be the best 

they can be.

Helpful Tips
These tips are suggested to help young people to improve the way they see things 

and improve their emotional wellbeing.

• �8G�BHGF<78����?<Š?8�G<@8�BHG7BBEF�8I8EL�74L�<F�:E84G�9BE�G;8�J;B?8�5B7L
�<A6?H7<A:�
the mind.

• '4?>�GB�4A�47H?G�LBH�GEHFG�<9�FB@8G;<A:�<F�JBEEL<A:�BE�HCF8Š<A:�LBH���I8A�<9�LBH�
think it isn't worth bothering someone about, it often helps to share with someone.

• Try and focus on a positive thing that happens every day, even if it is something small.

visit twinkl.com#4:8���B9��



Questions
1. In which month will Children's Mental Healh Week be celebrated? Tick one. 

   January

   February

   March

   April

2. Which of these can be improved by looking after our mental health? Tick one.

   focus

   intelligence

   strength

   stamina

3. What is the theme for this year's Children's Mental Health Week?

 

4.  Find and copy one word which means across the country.

 

5. What is the aim of Place2Be? 

 

 

 

6. Who is a patron of Place2Be? Tick one.

   The Duke of Cambridge

   The Queen

   The Duchess of Kent

   The Duchess of Cambridge

7. Tick true or false for each statement.

�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����

True False

If you need to talk about your mental health, you should talk 

to an adult whom you trust.

#?468��8�FG4EG87��;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�<A������

Children's Mental Health Week is a celebration of intelligence.

Mental health means how people feel about different things in 

their life, such as relationships, health, work and themselves.
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Answers
1. In which month will Children's Mental Healh Week be celebrated? Tick one. 

   January

   February
   March

   April

2. Which of these can be improved by looking after our mental health? Tick one.

   focus
   intelligence

   strength

  stamina

3. What is the theme for this year's Children's Mental Health Week?

Healthy: Inside and Out

4.  Find and copy one word which means across the country.

nationwide

5. What is the aim of Place2Be?      

#?468��8�4<@�9BE�4??�6;<?7E8A�GB�?84EA�;BJ�GB�;4I8�:BB7�F8?9�8FG88@�4A7�G46>?8�?<98�F�
6;4??8A:8F�<A�G;8�9HGHE8��';8L�J4AG�4??�6;<?7E8A�GB�HA78EFG4A7�G;4G�@8AG4?�;84?G;�<F�=HFG�
4F�<@CBEG4AG�4F�J;4G�G;8L�?84EA�<A�6?4FF�

6. Who is a patron of Place2Be? Tick one.

   The Duke of Cambridge

   The Queen

   The Duchess of Kent

���';8��H6;8FF�B9��4@5E<7:8

7. Tick true or false for each statement.

�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����

True False

If you need to talk about your mental health, you should talk 

to an adult whom you trust.

#?468��8�FG4EG87��;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�<A������

Children's Mental Health Week is a celebration of intelligence.

Mental health means how people feel about different things in 

their life, such as relationships, health, work and themselves.
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�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����
A Celebration of You
�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�EHAF�9EB@��th�GB���th��85EH4EL������4A7�<F�4�G<@8�
for children, young people and adults to celebrate their differences. It is a chance 

to recognise that everyone has skills and strengths and that our differences should 

be celebrated.

';8�G;8@8�9BE��;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>������<F���84?G;L��AF<78�4A7�"HG���
It is all about understanding that in order to be healthy overall, we need to look 

after our minds as well as our bodies. Looking after our mental health helps us to 

feel better in ourselves and focus on tasks.

��#?468��8
• A school-based charity called Place2Be was founded in 1994.

• ';8�6;4E<GL�;4F�:BA8�9EB@�FHCCBEG<A:�ŜI8�F6;BB?F�<A��BA7BA
�GB�FHCCBEG<A:�����
schools nationwide.

• Through their in-depth training, Place2Be have reached over 135,000 pupils.

• The charity helps children become more resilient through talk, creative 

work and play.

• They also provide school support and training to help children develop 

a positive self-image.

#?468��8�?4HA6;87�G;8�9<EFG��;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�
<A������ GB�;8?C� FCE847� G;8�JBE7� G;4G� 6;<?7E8A�F�@8AG4?�
health is just as important as their ability to learn. 

Mental health improves if people have a positive view of 

themselves. The charity aims to help children learn  how 

to develop good self-esteem and tackle life's challenges 

in the future.

Mental health concerns how people feel about things 

in their lives such as their relationships, health, work 

and how they feel about themselves. Mental health is 

important because it can affect how people deal with 

different situations each day.

What 
is Mental 
Health?

visit twinkl.com#4:8���B9��



�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����

A Royal Patron
';8��H6;8FF�B9��4@5E<7:8�;4F�588A�4�C4GEBA�B9�#?468��8�F<A68�������&;8�F4LF�
that people who are involved with the education and care of young people must 

"work together to ensure the children in our care have the chance to become the 

best version of themselves".

Helpful Tips
These tips are suggested to help young people to improve the way they see things 

and improve their emotional wellbeing.

• �8G�BHGF<78����?<Š?8�G<@8�BHG7BBEF�8I8EL�74L�<F�:E84G�9BE�G;8�J;B?8�5B7L
�<A6?H7<A:�
the mind.

• '4?>�GB�4A�47H?G�LBH�GEHFG�<9�FB@8G;<A:�<F�JBEEL<A:�BE�HCF8Š<A:�LBH���I8A�<9�LBH�
think it isn't worth bothering someone about, it often helps to share with someone.

• Try to focus on a positive thing that happens every day, even 

if it is something small.

• Think of three things that you like about yourself.

• Next time you are with a group of people, think about how 

8I8ELBA8�<A�G;4G�:EBHC�@<:;G�58�7<ś8E8AG�
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Questions
1. What is the purpose of Children's Mental Health Week? Tick one. 

   to celebrate people's similarities and have fun

   to celebrate people's strengths

   to celebrate people's differences

   to celebrate people's birthdays

2. Write one thing in p8BC?8�F�?<I8F�J;<6;�@<:;G�4ś86G�G;8<E�@8AG4?�;84?G;�
 

 

3. How successful do you think Place2Be has been? Give evidence to support your opinion.

 

 

 

 

4. Look at the section called ��#?468��8.

Find and copy one word which means GB�58�45?8�GB�E86BI8E�DH<6>?L�9EB@�4�7<Ş6H?G�F<GH4G<BA.
 

5. Match up the statements.

6. What might help to improve someone's mental health? Tick one.

   having a good time 

   having lots of money

   having a positive self-image

   having a big house

�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����

�A�����
 #?468��8�J4F�9BHA787�

�A�����
 #?468��8�FG4EG87��;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�

�A�����
 ';8��H6;8FF�B9��4@5E<7:8�5864@8�4�C4GEBA�B9�#?468�58�
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7. What could people do to try and help their own mental health? Tick all the answers you 

think are correct.

8. When the Duchess of Cambridge says that children should 'have the chance to become the 

best version of themselves,' what do you think she means?

 

 

 

 

�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����

talk to someone they trust

sit on their own all the time 

think of three things they like about themselves

be unkind to someone
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Answers
1. What is the purpose of Children's Mental Health Week? Tick one. 

   to celebrate people's similarities and have fun

   to celebrate people's strengths

   to celebrate people's differences
   to celebrate people's birthdays

2. Write one thing in p8BC?8�F�?<I8F�J;<6;�@<:;G�4ś86G�G;8<E�@8AG4?�;84?G;�

Accept any of th8�9B??BJ<A:�#8BC?8�F�@8AG4?�;84?G;�@<:;G�58�4ś86G87�5L�G;8<E�
relationships, health
�JBE>
�;BJ�G;8L�988?�45BHG�G;8@F8?I8F�

3. How successful do you think Place2Be has been? Give evidence to support your opinion.

#HC<?F��BJA�E8FCBAF8F
�FH6;�4F���G;<A>�#?468��8�;4F�588A�FH668FF9H?�5864HF8�G;8L�ABJ�
FHCCBEG�����F6;BB?F�<AFG847�B9�ŜI8�4A7�G;8L�;4I8�E846;87�BI8E�~��
}}}�CHC<?F�

4. Look at the section called ��#?468��8.

Find and copy one word which means GB�58�45?8�GB�E86BI8E�DH<6>?L�9EB@�4�7<Ş6H?G�F<GH4G<BA.
resilient

5. Match up the statements.

6. What might help to improve someone's mental health? Tick one.

   having a good time 

   having lots of money

  �;4I<A:�4�CBF<G<I8�F8?9�<@4:8
   having a big house

�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����

�A�����
 #?468��8�J4F�9BHA787�

�A�����
 #?468��8�FG4EG87��;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�

�A�����
 ';8��H6;8FF�B9��4@5E<7:8�5864@8�4�C4GEBA�B9�#?468�58�
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7. What could people do to try and help their own mental health? Tick all the answers you 

think are correct.

8. When the Duchess of Cambridge says that children should 'have the chance to become the 

best version of themselves,' what do you think she means?

#HC<?F��BJA�E8FCBAF8F
�FH6;�4F�*;8A�G;8��H6;8FF�B9��4@5E<7:8�F4LF�G;4G�6;<?7E8A�
F;BH?7��;4I8�G;8�6;4A68�GB�586B@8�G;8�58FG�I8EF<BA�B9�G;8@F8?I8F
����G;<A>�F;8�@84AF�
6;<?7E8A�F;BH?7�58�45?8�GB�58�G;8�C8EFBA�G;8L�J4AG�GB�58�4A7�ABG�58�;8?7�546>�5L�;4I<A:�
4�CBBE�I<8J�B9�G;8@F8?I8F�

�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����

talk to someone they trust

sit on their own all the time 

think of three things they like about themselves

be unkind to someone
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�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����
Children's Mental Health Week is a time for children, young people and adults to 

68?85E4G8�G;8<E�HA<DH8A8FF���G�<F�4�6;4A68�GB�E86B:A<F8�G;4G�8I8ELBA8�<F�7<998E8AG�5HG�
that everyone has skills and strengths and that our differences should be celebrated.

�A�����
��;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�EHAF�9EB@��th�GB���th 
February. This time, 

G;8�G;8@8�B9�G;8�J88>�<F���84?G;L��AF<78�4A7�"HG���';8�G;8@8�4<@F�GB�;<:;?<:;G�
the fact that, while most people are aware of the importance of keeping their body 

physically healthy, they are not as aware of the importance of keeping their mind 

healthy.

��#?468��8
��F6;BB?�54F87�6;4E<GL�64??87�#?468��8�J4F�9BHA787�<A�������';8<E�I<F<BA�<F��4�
world where children have the opportunity to grow up with prospects rather than 

problems." They have gone from supporting five schools in London to working with 

����F6;BB?F�A4G<BAJ<78�

The charity builds children's resilience through talking, creative work and play, 

and helping them to develop the skills to cope with a wide range of 

issues. They also provide school support and training to help children 

78I8?BC�4�CBF<G<I8�F8?9�<@4:8��#?468��8�?4HA6;87�G;8�9<EFG��;<?7E8A�F�
 8AG4?� �84?G;�*88>� <A� ����� GB� ;8?C� FCE847� G;8� JBE7� 45BHG� G;8�
importance of children's mental health being considered, as well as 

their ability to learn. 

It is known that mental health can improve if people have 

a positive view of themselves. This helps the development 

of good self-esteem which will enable people to cope 

with misfortunes and disappointments. It will also 

mean they have better relationships with people around 

them and improve their emotional wellbeing.

The term mental health refers to how people feel 

emotionally about different aspects of their lives such 

as their relationships, health, work and themselves. 

Being aware of our mental health is important because 

it can affect how we deal with stress, make decisions, 

how we behave and how we interact with other people.

What 
is Mental 
Health?

visit twinkl.com#4:8���B9��



�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����

A Royal Patron
�8E�%BL4?��<:;A8FF�G;8��H6;8FF�B9��4@5E<7:8�;4F�588A�4�C4GEBA�B9�#?468��8�F<A68�
������&;8�F4LF�G;4G��*8�64A�8AFHE8�G;4G�8I8EL�6;<?7�<F�:<I8A�FHCCBEG�GB�;8?C�G;8@�
fulfil their true potential," and that people who are involved with the education 

and care of young people must "work together to ensure the children in our care 

have the chance to become the best version of themselves."

Helpful Tips
These tips are suggested to help young people to improve the way they see things 

and improve their emotional wellbeing.

• �8G�BHGF<78����?<Š?8�G<@8�BHG7BBEF�8I8EL�74L�<F�:E84G�9BE�G;8�J;B?8�5B7L
�<A6?H7<A:�
the mind.

• '4?>�GB�4A�47H?G�LBH�GEHFG�<9�FB@8G;<A:�<F�JBEEL<A:�BE�HCF8Š<A:�LBH���I8A�<9�LBH�
think it isn't worth bothering someone about, it often helps to 

share with someone.

• Try to focus on a positive thing that happens every day, even 

if it is something small.

• Think of three things that you like about yourself.

• Next time you are with a group of people, think about 

;BJ�8I8ELBA8�<A�G;4G�:EBHC�@<:;G�58�7<ś8E8AG�
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Questions
1. In your own words, explain the importance of Children's Mental Health Week. 

 

2. Which word is closest in meaning to HA<DH8A8FF? Tick one.

   positivity 

   individuality

   unusual

���8DH4?�GB

3. *E<G8�GJB�CBFF<5?8�G;<A:F�G;4G�@4L�58�4ś86G87�<9�J8�4E8�ABG�4J4E8�B9�BHE�BJA�@8AG4?�;84?G;�

1.  

2.  

4. �KC?4<A�G;8�@84A<A:�B9�G;8�JBE7�JE<Š8A�<A bold�<A�G;8�F8AG8A68�58?BJ

Their vision is "a world where children have the opportunity to grow up with prospects 
rather than problems."

 

 

5. Fill in the missing words in this sentence.

Place2Be                            �G;8�ŜEFG��;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>��}~��GB�;8?C��                                                                                       

                                                          about the                             of children's mental health.

6. Tick the true statements about Place2Be.

�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����

';8��H6;8FF�B9��BEAJ4??�<F�4�C4GEBA�B9�#?468��8�

#?468��8�J4F�9BHA787�<A������

�A�����
��;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�58:4A�

';<F�L84E
�G;8�G;8@8�<F���84?G;L��AF<78�4A7�"HG��

#?468��8�HF8�4�E4A:8�B9�7<998E8AG�46G<I<G<8F�GB�;8?C�6;<?7E8A�78I8?BC�F><??F�
in dealing with different issues.

visit twinkl.com#4:8���B9��



7. Name one thing that you could do to improve your mental health.

 

8. What are your thoughts about Children's Mental Health Week? Give evidence to support 

your answer.

 

 

 

 

�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����

visit twinkl.com#4:8���B9��



Answers
1. In your own words, explain the importance of Children's Mental Health Week. 

#HC<?F��BJA�E8FCBAF8F
�FH6;�4F���;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�<F�<@CBEG4AG�5864HF8�
@4AL�C8BC?8�4E8�ABG�4J4E8�B9�G;8�<@CBEG4A68�B9�@8AG4?�;84?G;�6B@C4E87�GB�C;LF<64?�
;84?G;���G�4<@F�GB�E4<F8�4J4E8A8FF�B9�G;8�<@CBEG4A68�<A�G;8�;BC8�B9�<@CEBI<A:�@8AG4?�
;84?G;�9BE�6;<?7E8A�4A7�LBHA:�C8BC?8��

2. Which word is closest in meaning to HA<DH8A8FF? Tick one.

   positivity 

���<A7<I<7H4?<GL
   unusual

���8DH4?�GB

3. *E<G8�GJB�CBFF<5?8�G;<A:F�G;4G�@4L�58�4ś86G87�<9�J8�4E8�ABG�4J4E8�B9�BHE�BJA�@8AG4?�;84?G;�

�668CG�4AL�GJB�B9�G;8�9B??BJ<A:�'JB�CBFF<5?8�G;<A:F�G;4G�@4L�58�4ś86G87�<9�J8�4E8�ABG�
4J4E8�B9�BHE�BJA�@8AG4?�;84?G;�4E8�G;4G�<G�6BH?7�4ś86G�;BJ�J8�784?�J<G;�FGE8FF
�@4>8�
786<F<BAF
�58;4I8�4A7�<AG8E46G�J<G;�BG;8E�C8BC?8�

4. �KC?4<A�G;8�@84A<A:�B9�G;8�JBE7�JE<Š8A�<A bold�<A�G;8�F8AG8A68�58?BJ

Their vision is "a world where children have the opportunity to grow up with prospects 
rather than problems."

';8�JBE7�CEBFC86GF�@84AF�;4I<A:�CBF<G<I8�BCG<BAF�BE�4�CBF<G<I8�9HGHE8
�FB�#?468��8�;4I8�
4�I<F<BA�B9�6;<?7E8A�58<A:�45?8�GB�;4I8�CBF<G<I8�BCG<BAF�<AFG847�B9�;4I<A:�4�9HGHE8�Ŝ??87�
J<G;�CEB5?8@F�

5. Fill in the missing words in this sentence.

Place2Be launched�G;8�ŜEFG��;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>��}~��GB�;8?C�spread the word 

about the <@CBEG4A68�of children's mental health.

6. Tick the true statements about Place2Be.

�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����

';8��H6;8FF�B9��BEAJ4??�<F�4�C4GEBA�B9�#?468��8�

#?468��8�J4F�9BHA787�<A������

�A�����
��;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�58:4A�

';<F�L84E
�G;8�G;8@8�<F���84?G;L��AF<78�4A7�"HG��

#?468��8�HF8�4�E4A:8�B9�7<998E8AG�46G<I<G<8F�GB�;8?C�6;<?7E8A�78I8?BC�F><??F�
in dealing with different issues.
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7. Name one thing that you could do to improve your mental health.

�668CG�4AL�BA8�B9�G;8�9B??BJ<A:

Go outside/exercise

Talk to an adult you trust

�B6HF�BA�FB@8G;<A:�CBF<G<I8�846;�74L

';<A>�B9�G;E88�G;<A:F�LBH�?<>8�45BHG�LBHEF8?9

';<A>�45BHG�;BJ�C8BC?8�4E8�7<ś8E8AG

8. What are your thoughts about Children's Mental Health Week? Give evidence to support 

your answer.

#HC<?F��BJA�E8FCBAF8F
�FH6;�4F���G;<A>��;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�<F�4�:BB7�8I8AG�
5864HF8�<G�64A�;4I8�4�CBFG<G<I8�<AŝH8A68�BA�G;8�@8AG4?�;84?G;�4A7�J8??58<A:�B9�6;<?7E8A
�
<@CEBI<A:�G;8<E�F8?9�8FG88@�4F�J8??�4F�G;8<E�JBE>�

�;<?7E8A�F� 8AG4?��84?G;�*88>�����

visit twinkl.com


